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A

few years back, a senior
partner at a mid-sized
Vancouver law firm
announced to his staff that he
had found a new way to create
significant tax savings for clients
selling a particular class of
assets. The arrangement would
involve using certain provincial
tax credits. He asked for a junior
to handle the details and paperwork that would make the transactions possible.
“Only one person stepped up
to volunteer,” recalls Will Cascadden, a founder of Calgarybased Spectrum HR Law with
offices in Vancouver and Lethbridge, Alta. “He quickly learned
the technical aspects of the
arrangements
and
within
months became the key contributor to making the sales
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work, generating lots of new
income for the firm.”
Says Cascadden: “Thanks to his
expertise, he became the ‘go-to’
guy. He became indispensable.”
In an increasingly competitive
legal world, developing a particular expertise is but one way of
becoming indispensable to your
firm or company. Given the
recent economic downturn, bar
admission is no longer a guarantee of a job.
Meanwhile, emerging forces
are eroding traditional legal
work, increasing pressures on the
profession and making a lawyer’s
position today more precarious
than in the past. There are more
lawyers than ever before, competing for a dwindling client base
in many areas. Non-lawyers are
taking work traditionally per-

formed by the legal profession.
Outsourcing is growing. And the
Internet is making these alternatives readily accessible to clients.
“The legal industry is catching
up with the rest of the business
world,” says Vancouver business
development coach Gary Mitchell, who established On Trac
Coach in 2005 to serve a legal
client base. “Outsourcing is the
future. Lawyers will have to
deliver extra value and extra services for their clients.”
While lawyers and firms are
being forced to learn new ways
to make themselves invaluable
to their firms, employers and
clients, Mitchell argues for a
renewed and relentless focus on
bringing in new clients—and
revenues. “They don’t teach you
that at law school, but graduates

should be thinking about business development as soon as
they join a firm,” says Mitchell,
whose Raindance: The Business
Development Guidebook for
Lawyers has just been published. “It’s obviously a challenge for the first few years of
practice, but juniors should be
bringing in clients before they
apply for partnership. Most lawyers won’t be doing this, so it’s a
way of distinguishing yourself.”
Mitchell’s advice: “Be targeted,
strategic and disciplined in
seeking out potential clients.
Learn what they read, what
events they attend and how to
get in front of them.”
For those adverse to business
development, Mitchell says they
have but one choice: “Become
Indispensable, Page 22
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Creating a mastermind group
the meetings and regard this
group as a priority. Look for
people diverse in skills and
approaches, diverse in practice
areas and at a very similar stage
in their careers.

Gary Mitchell
The Coach

How to get started

A

fter reading the headline,
your first question is likely,
“What is a mastermind group?”
The term refers to like-minded
people creating a group to support each other in their goals, first
coined over one hundred years
ago by author Napoleon Hill in
his book, Think and Grow Rich.
The idea of a mastermind group
was originally conceptualized for
entrepreneurs and business
people, and that is exactly how I
see it fitting into your career.
In my book, Raindance: The
Business Development Guide
Book for Lawyers, I suggest this
strategy to lawyers who have read
the book or who have worked with
me or another coach. The idea is
to keep the momentum and
accountability moving forward
once you have been through a program. You can call it something
else if you prefer: peer group,
mentor group, think tank, BD
focus group and so on. The key
here is to create a peer group of
like-minded lawyers who are also
going through the exercise of
building their practices.
The purpose
Ultimately the purpose of creating a mastermind group is to
continue on where my book or
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coaching program leaves off.
Once you have read the book or
finished my program and you
have your thorough business
plan, it’s time for action. Why not
get some help along the way? A
mastermind group will help you
raise the bar, challenge you to
implement your goals, provide a
platform to brainstorm ideas,
provide support and encouragement, and create a forum where
members can act as catalysts for
growth as well as play devil’s
advocates for each other.
Some of the benefits you can
expect:
n Leverage other’s experience
and skills;
n Increase your confidence;
n Help you remain accountable
for achieving your goals;
n Provide you with a support

network;
n More readily identify opportunities for cross-serving.
Who to invite
I have to stress first this is really
about quality over quantity. You
should approach this group as
something very exclusive and by
invite-only. You want to ensure
that all members of your group
will be positive and provide value
to the group. Look for likeminded lawyers who wish to
thrive in their business development efforts and are willing to
help other participants do the
same. Make sure people will
commit. This means only inviting
highly motivated people who are
willing to ask for and help others.
It means they will show up for

Ensure from the beginning that
all topics for discussion revolve
around issues faced with business
development and practice growth
and management. You and the
members you choose will want to
agree on some ground rules for
the group. These may include the
name of the group, how to select
new members and their qualifications. Other things to consider
are the maximum number of
members for your group and the
time, regularity, length and location of meetings.
How to run the group
The first thing is to meet regularly and precisely. Keep to a
regular scheduled time, ensure
all members are punctual, and
end the meetings on time. You
will likely want to cap a meeting
at 60 minutes, but that is for the
group to decide. During your
meetings give each member
equal time to share their wins
and present current challenges
they are facing. Decide if you
need an agenda or would prefer
to run the meetings more loosely.
Decide on whether or not to
have a facilitator. If you choose
to have one, rotate this responsibility among members equally.
Be sure to capture all that has
been discussed during meetings.

One client had the idea of bringing your assistants to the meeting on a rotating basis so they
can record what goes on, giving
every member the opportunity
to focus 100 per cent on listening. Either way, share notes with
all group members following the
meeting. One way to end your
meetings is for each member to
commit to three things they will
do before the next meeting. That
way it is recorded and each of
you will have to report to the
group on your progress, building
in accountability.
Three questions to help start
the meeting:
1. What are you working on?
What are some of your targets and
what approaches are you using?
2. Describe a recent ‘win’ by
explaining in synopsis form the
steps you took to bring in a new
client or get additional work from
an existing one.
3. What would you like help on or
advice with?
What I have provided are
merely suggestions. It’s important that your group create its
own rules based on what will
work best for all. The opportunities are incredible if you and
others take this concept seriously.
Gary Mitchell is the author of Raindance, The Business Development
Guidebook for Lawyers, a business
development coach to lawyers, and
the founder of On Trac Coach. He can
be reached at gary@ontraccoach.com
or 604-669-5235.
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absolutely the best in your field.”
There are other things juniors
can do to differentiate themselves and demonstrate value to
their firm. “One way is obvious,
but needs emphasizing,” says
Mitchell. “It’s been the same for
years, but more important now
than ever. Do great work. Not
just good work, but great work
for your clients.”
Also on Mitchell’s to-do list
are becoming an effective leader,
an effective team player, and
proficient at client service. “Get
to really understand your clients’ goals,” he says.
“Become so close to clients
that they can’t afford to lose
you,” adds legal recruiter and
former practising lawyer Warren Bongard. “Get to know
them, see them regularly,
become part of their thought
process. It’s Client Services 101.”

But to really understand a
client’s needs, one expert says
most lawyers need to improve
one critical aspect of relationship building—listening. “The
legal profession is characterized
by providing answers to people’s
problems,” says legal coach Allison Wolf, president of Shift
Works Strategic in Vancouver.
For that reason, Wolf says, lawyers tend to be poor listeners and
hesitate to ask questions. “There
is a perception that lawyers
should know the answer, so
there’s a reluctance to ask questions,” she says. “But you can’t get
into the head of a client unless
you ask great questions—and listen carefully to the answers.”
Wolf ’s emphasis on listening
reflects her somewhat different
approach to indispensability.
She stresses developing softer
skills that will make lawyers
“thrive rather than survive.” And

as they thrive, they become
more valuable to the firm. They
become indispensable.
Along with listening goes communicating. “Failure to communicate is at the root of many
problems,” Wolf says. “Failure to
communicate internally to colleagues and bosses, failure to
communicate to clients. You
can’t be valuable to clients if you
are leaving them in the dark.”
On a professional development level, Wolf urges firm
members, both senior and junior, to seek feedback from colleagues and superiors about
strengths and weaknesses, and
take remedial action where
required. She also stresses the
need to regularly set aside time
to think about your work and
how you can maximize your
contribution and identify new
opportunities. “Make time to
think about your practice, rather

than working on your practice,”
she says.
Wolf has particular advice for
women looking to establish
their profile in a firm. “Women
often don’t have the proper balance between advancing their
career objectives and investing
in the team,” she says. “Take a
classic case: Business development is greatly valued in law
firms, while diversity and mentorship are considered important, but are not as valued. You
have to think strategically. Are
you getting the balance right?”
Ultimately, however, client relations trumps all. For Cascadden,
that means becoming a key
resource rather than an adviser.
“Become part of the team,” he
says. “Get to know their business. Go to their meetings.
Understand their level of risk
tolerance. Make sure your advice
is practical as well as legal.”

And, always, stay in touch. “Call
if you haven’t heard from them in
a while,” Cascadden says. “You
don’t want to become a plumber—
the person who is called only
when there is a problem. You
want to be there beforehand, so
there is no problem.”
In his book, Mitchell boils
client relations down to a few
essentials that can make a lawyer indispensable. “More than
ever, you need to provide maximum value and work hard to
build solid, trusted value-based
relationships,” he writes. “You
must make yourself irreplaceable to your clients. That is your
only protection against your
non-lawyer competition.”
In other words, Client Services 101.
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